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NORDIC SEMINAR ON DOMESTIC ENERGY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Annette Henning

The seminar was arranged by and held at Lund Centre for
Habitat Studies (LCHS), Schoolof Architecture, Lund
University, Sölvegat.24, Lund, September 25- 271989.

~h~ ~ollowinq presentations at the seminar will be qiven a
brief surnrnary:

Techno-Managerial Projects or on the art of doing more with
less. Antoine Baya-Vuma.
Stoves for Saving Bioffiass or Woffien's Energy? .Madhu Sarin.
Promotion of Fuel-efficient Stoves in Developing Countries
Waclaw Micuta.
Activities of the Cornrnunity Forestry unit of FAO Relating
to Domestic Energy. Marilyn W Roskins.
Research Activities at the Royal Institute of Technology,
Dept of Reating and ventilation. Peter Kjaerbo.
Rousehold Energy and the Design of Rommes -is there a
connection? Maria Nyström.
Rousehold Energy Resources: Whose priority? Arja Vainio-
Mattila.
Responding to a Global Need for Local Action in Domestic
Energy. A Global Network of Stove Agencies: An Introduction
to the Foundation for Woodstove Dissemination (FWD).
Stephen Karekezi, FWD.
Three additional papers will be mentioned.

The-followinq books, maqazins and information leafs was

recieved:

10 Years of Improved Stoves in the Sahel. Antoine Baya-Vuma.
Cookstoves in India. Madhu Sarin, Uno Winblad.
Modern Stoves for All. Waclaw Micuta.
Kitchen and Stove. Maria Nyström.

-Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation with Developing
Countries, SAREC. Support to Energy research.

-Programme Conjoint PNUD/Banque Mondiale. Projet Foyers
Alneliores. Niger.

-Impact of Lower Oil Prices on Renewable Energy Technologies,
The World Bank.

-Woodfuel Supply and Environmental Management. The world Bank
Industry and Energy Department, PPR.

-Afrepren. African Energy Policy Research Network.
Newsletter.

-Forests, Trees and People. An FAO/SIDA programme.
-Renewable Energy for Development. Beijer Inst. Newsletter.

Nr 2 och 3.
-Boiling Point. Intermediate Technology Development Group.
-REDI. Renewable Energy Development Institute.
-Rainbow. Newsletter for children.
-Habitat Research.
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Introduction

Nordic Seminar on Domestic Energy in Developing countries.
This way of headlining the seminar, as well as the coroposition
of participants tell us t wo iroportant things about the stove
debate today. The iroproved stove can no longer with ease be
pulled out of it's context and treated as a separate issue,
and as the only solution to a specific problem, naroely the
woodfuel crisis.
In order to be able to better understand the connection
bet'Neen the stove, the user and the environment and the
different needs and problems percieved by the user and others,
it is necessary to have an interdisciplinary approach.

Sumrnaries

~echno-Man~qerial Proiects or on the art of doinq more with
less. Antoine Bava-Vuma.

The central issues in the current debate on dornestic energy
are related to t wo variables: people and environrnent.

Out of this one may distinguish between three levels of
abstraction and perspective in the problem of formulation: the
global, the national and the household.

If the balance between the households energyproduction and
energyconsumption is negative, it is relavant to ask under
what circumstances the household could raise itts
energyproduction.

A multidisciplinary approach is here neccessary in order to do
more with less domestic energy.

Economical stoves, energysaving cooking stoves, modern
stoves... The concepts are confused because it is a newarea
and also because we don't know what we are talking about.

One may identify four main categories of

peoples'needs/prohlems:
-Perceived and expressed needs/prohlems.
-Perceived hut not expressed needs/prohlems.
-Not perceived hut expressed needs/prohlems.
-Neither perceived nor expressed needs/prohlems.

In a historical perspective, as artifacts, improved stoves
and kitchens of ten fall into the last category. Users did not
perceive or express the need of improved stoves until someone
started the "evangelization".

Many improved stoves programs, like the ones in the Sahel,
have had the following techno-managerial approach:
1. Find fast technical solutions,
2. make them appropriate,
3. popularize them.
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The concept of technology stands for more than just hardware.
Implicit in itts conception are concepts like technique and
knowhow. To diffuse or transfer a technology, we must first
develop it. But then we must keep in mind that technology is
produced in a particular socio-cultural, economical and
political contexti it is a reflexion of the society. If it is
unrelated to the societal context, technology tends tobecome
incongruous, irrelevant, inappropriate or even dangerous.

During the 1980s there were major stove projects in order to
reduce woodfuel consumption and thereby reducing the rate of
deforestation. However, it turned out, that domestic cooking
fuel was only a minor contributor to deforestation.

Improved stoves were found to have a validit y in their own
right. They could offer w omen a multitude of benefits in the
form of reduced cooking time, reduced fuel consumption,
cleaner pots and kitchen, improved health and increased
comfort while cooking.

If stove projects are beginning to be abandoned due to unclear
feedback on their contribution to an overall reduction in
bioffiass energy consumption, then it is like saying that the
human user of the energy is of little value compared to the
bioffiass energy.

Still, large sections of the rural populations of developing
countries rely on biomass economy, in which people derive most
of their subsistance needs from their immediate environment.
The health of this environment depends on sustainable
management of local natural resources (land, water,
vegetation).

It is the destruction of local control and over-exploitation
of local resources for consuroption in urban centres or
factories which has created the energy crisis in such areas.
Solutions for the domestic energy scarcities in such areas
must be based on reestablishing a more equitable access to
natural resources and local management and control. Iroproved
stoves can find a meaningful place within this framework.

Promotio~ of Fuel-efficient Stoves in Developinq Countries.

Waclaw Micuta.

A stove is a relatively simple appliancee From the technical
point of view it must assure maximal combustion of fuel used
and a maximal recuperation of heat produced for cooking or
heating, or bothe From the user's point of view it should be
durable, simple and offer maximum comfort for cookinge

Any W Offian in the world would answer that what she wants is:
1. effective power regulation (quick boiling and gentle Siffi-

ffiering),
2. full coffifort of cooking (no sffioke or heat in her kitchen,

good cooking posture, easy charging of fuel),
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3. the lowest consumption of fuel,
4. the lowest price of a stove.

An efficient use of fire calls for ffietal stoves, or at least
for iffiportant ffietal stove COffipOnents such as heating plates,
fire boxes or doors. The cooking gear is ffiaybe even ffiOre
iffiportant than the stoves theffiSelves.

There has never been markets for European stoves in developing
countries. In the absence of stove professionals was promotion
of stoves in these countries started by devoted enthusiastic
amateurs with only very limited funds and without the active
support of governmental authorities. The ffiodels of stoves
suggested reserobled sometimes those found in the excavations
of ancient Pompei. The stoves did not economise firewood and
they usually used more wood than did cooking on well protected
open fires. However, the work of the pioneers provided a vast
body of experience and understanding of problems involved in
proffioting fuel-efficient stoves. Parallel with the field work,
systematic studies had started on stoves and problems of
combustion.

The severe shortage of wood prevailing today in developing
countries is no novelty to the world. Europe had experienced
equally dangerous crises in past centures, and the main
factors were the same: rapid population growth, increasing
concentration of people in urban areas, no fuel substitutes
for firewood. Plus the fact that firewood was used for
heating.

The author aggree with Benjamin Franklin who, in 1775, gave
the advice: "plant trees and use fuel-efficient stoves". He
concentrates his attention on large scale production and
promotion of fuel-efficient stoves.

Stove building has always been both a profession and an art
It must, consequently, be carried out by proper ly trained
craftsmen working in adequatly equipped and organised
workshops.

The main difficulty in designing stoves for developing
countries lieB in striking the right compromise between a
number of contradictory factors, such as -on the one hand;
fuel efficiency, durability, social acceptability, comfort of
cooking and some other factors and -on the other -the price.
Our main mistake in the past was that we focused our attention
on the minimal cost of stoves to the detriment of the other
factors. The result was a failure. It follows that our
difficulties todayare not technical nor social. Theyare
economic. We must bring the prices of cast iron and sheet
metal in developing countries to a level compatible with the
prevailing purchasing power. If we do not succeed in doing
that, our chances of curbing firewood consumption would be
very small, if any.

Cutting trees by dispersed rural populations present a much
smaller danger than firewood and charcoal consumption by urban
populations, as they rely mostly on woodwaste collection by
w orne n from the ground.
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Besides, promotion of stoves is much easier in urban
agglomerations, and towns serves also as a transmission belt
for the promotion of those stoves in rural areas.

In town probably the most important are the community stoves
as institutions are among the biggest consumers of firewood
and charcoal. Also institutions tend to operate and maintain
stoves better than individual users.
Another stove model wich is urgent ly needed is a small
transportable, household brazier resembling a samovar.

Pre-heating of water with solar energy should be seriously
envisaged.

Efficient cooking is not possible without efficient cooking
gear. Such equipment and also numerous stove accessories must
be available at the local markets. It should be remembered
also that stoves will not work properly without professional
chimneysweeps and stove fitters.

REDI have manufactured and tested the stove models, cooking
gear and stove accessories mentioned in this article in
several countries. We think that with good will of all
concerned this equipment could be produced in any developing
country.
Selection of enterprises and starting production of stoves
are industrial or business-like activities and thus do not fit
producers existing at present of multi or bi-lateral technical
assistence. Efforts should therefore be made to reconcile
these t wo different approaches with "technical assistance".

Activi:!;:ies of the Community Forestry unit of FAO Relating to

Domestic Enerqy. Marilyn W Hoskins.

Our experience shows that woodfuel scarcity is never an
isolated issue. Where communities are short of wood the
environmental situation is apt to be in such a stressed state
that food and water will be scarce and the workload too heavy.
Farmers do not have an isolated approach to their problems and
seldom plant trees just for fuelwood. There is much
flexibility in the way people address fuel scarcity: they may
go further for wood they can collect, switch to crop or animal
residues, and finally changing their habits to use less fuel
and/or purchase fuels. There is a flexibility to addressing
energy shortages not available for situations of water and
food scarcities.

Experience also shows that it is not effective to deal with
the device for cooking in isolation to the rest of the food
cooking and processing and the other activities which take
place in the cooking area.

People can cook well or badly with open fires, and they can
cook well or bad ly with stoves.

A recent meeting of stove experts in Guatemala (1987) brought
forth evaluations of seven large projects. In no case was the
primary reason given by the users for adopting stoves
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fuelsaving, hut second or third to cleanliness, removalof
smoke, fewer hurns or faster cooking.
Olle approach to stove projects which the unit warns against,
is the adding on to a major programme of natural resource
development a stove component as an afterthought.

The Comrnunity Forestry Programrne of FAO has developed in close
collaboration with SIDA and the University of Agricultural
Sciences and Stockholm Universityand has been funded through
an FAO/SIDA trust fund. The ongoing collaborative programrne,
Forest, Trees and People focuses on developing tools, methods
and approaches to support people more effectively in their
effort to improve their well-being through better management
and use of their tree and forest resources. A newsletter and
other exchanges are planned.

R~s~arc!! activities at the Royal Institute of Technoloqy, Dept
of Heatinq and VentilatiQn. Peter Kiaerbo.

To choose alternatives when finding methods for saving wood in
small fireplaces a study was made on the combustion process.
One important factor was found to be the wind.

The losses depend of the wind, and the same prevales for the
efficiency, while the flame simply will be disturbed by too
much wind. In the end only radiation transferres heat to the
cooking-vessel.

A wind shield cauld easily be used ta decrease the velacity.
The arnaunt af waad cauld be reduced ta appraxirnately the half

If we cut down the wind speed to half, we get better
efficiency, less losses, and a more straight pattern of smoke
(Which means less soot and particles in your face).

One project could be to test different shields. Both habits
and shield material must be considered.
(Kjaerbo: Advantages when firing by reducing wind. To be
published in Climate and Building. Dept of Reating and
Ventilation, Royal Institute of Technology. Stockholm. 1989

!!ouseho!d Enerqy and the Desiqn of Romes -is there a

Connection? Maria Nyström.

W omen should take part in projects from their inception,
helping to define the forms of household energy that are of
importance to them. Architects, sociologists, and other
experts who participate in efforts to change conditions must
be in direct contact with the w omen concerned. The fact that
w omen were regarded as mere stove consumers, and were hence
not allowed to take part in the actual development work, has
con st ituted a major drawback in many stove projects. In
addition, the design of the dwelling-house and living
conditions in it must be taken into account if energy
requirements are to be minimized.
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The energy requirements of a household are complex and cannot
be subject to generalisations.

Household energy is much more than fuel for cooking: water for
washing must be heated, the house must be heat ed or perhaps
cooled, lighting is required, animal food must be boiled,
construction rnaterials have to be manufactured etc.

Smoke evacuation constitutes one phase in the extension of the
field of energy-saving stoves. However, a chimney cannot solve
the problem of kitchen smoke and soot on its own. Smoke
evacuation from the stove and ventilation of the room are t wo
aspects of the same issue. Hence, the over-all design of the
building must be taken into consideration.
According to Smith (1987): A woman who cooks at an open fire
for one day inhales as much of the cancerogenic substance
benzpyrene as if she were to smoke 20 packets of cigarettes.

W orne n give priority to such aspects as improved health,
hygiene, safety, and improved working conditions and theyare
eager to make improvements for their children.

Experiences gained up to now suggest that projects in the
field of energy have been too technological, and that future
projects should be based on the needs of users. More
consideration should be given to the environment too.

The reasons hehind disappointments are many, hut a central
cause is undouhtedly a singular focus on trees as the ohject
of attention, rather than people. Forestry must enlarge its
horizons: heyond trees -to the people who must exploit them.

A decade's experiences of energy-saving stoves in developing
countries has yielded insights. New lines of thought can be
discerned, tending towards greater cooperation between
different disciplines.

The macro-perspective is still predominant, hut hoth
perspectives are necessary. It is essential to develop
projects that are enriching at the micro -as well as the
macro-level.
(Here she uses the Burkina Faso stove project and the vietnam
kitchens-and-stoves project as examples).

Ho~seholdEnerqy Resources: Whose Priority?

Arja Vainio-Mattila.

The household fuel shortage, which in many countries has
reached a crisis, can only be adequately responded to by
strategies which allow for the increased access to, and
controlover, productive resources by w omen.

Because the shortage is being interpreted in terros of
quantifiable natural resources, rather than in terros of the
reasons for increased pressure on thero, the woodfuels or
households energy crisis is being dealt with at the level of
syroptoros rather than at the level of real causes.
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There are twa cansequences af defarestatian -enviranrnental
degradatian and a hausehald fuel shartage -and that salutians
airned at carnbating enviranrnental degradatian da nat
necessarily ease the hausehald fuel shartage.

Before deforestation develops to a stage where an acute
dornestic fuel shortage is felt, the process of environrnental
degradation has usually already caused agricultural
productivity to fall. Increased use of agricultural residue
for fuel, with the resulting deprivation of nutrients to the
soil, result in the reduction of crop yields and of the
livestock-carrying capacity of the land, and thus to the
clearance of new land for agriculture. This vicious circle
enforces the process of environrnental degradation.

For w omen the crisis is compounded by increases in their
labour load, as men, to escape the cycle, migrate to the
cities in search of urban employment.

With the heavy reliance on woodfuels rural households are
thernselves of ten blarned for the shortage with which they
struggle. Wornen thernselves do not necessarily perceive a
connection between their fuel use and deforestation. In the
exarnpel from Bura, Kenya, given in this article, the fuel
shortage is seen to be caused by lack of labour and time to
collect fuel while simultaneously contributing to agricultural
production, by the increase in prices dernanded by the fuel
dealers, and by the scarcity of alternative fuels from
agricultural residue.

Three policy implications:
1. The household fuel shortage must be dealt with as its own
entityt acknowledging its equal links with agricultural
production and environmental degradation.
2. Strategies identified to deal with the household fuel
shortage must aim at increasing the resources that are
available to w omen to develop their own strategiest rather
than restricting them to the use of existing resources.
3. The household fuel shortage must be seen as one of a myriad
of interlinked problems faced by the woment and thus
strategies must break away from solutions limited by narrow
problematics.

Respondinq to a qlobal need for local action in domestic

e!!erqy. A G!obal Network of Stove Aqencies: An Introduction to

~!!e ~oundation .!:or Woodstove Dis~emination (FWD).

Stephen Karekezi, FWD.

The development of improved stoves has undergone three bro ad
phases:

1) The objective of the early programmes in the 19506 was to
uplift the living conditions of the poor majority in the
developing world through selfsufficiency and general
emancipation. Thus the accent was on the development of the
stove user. While some attention given to technical aspects of
improved stoves, the ear ly programmes gave priority to the
socio-economic and cultural concerns of the user.
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2) The second phase started in the early 1970s and it brought
together t wo groups, technologists and energy specialists.
Technologists were searching for a universallyacceptable and
super-efficient stove. Energy specialists who were looking for
a solution to the woodfuel crisis which was then said to be an
important contributor to deforestation and desertification.

Work in this phase was driven by a simple rationale that
linked cookstoves to deforestation. Technical and scientific
concerns dominated the stove agenda. The socio-economic
aspects of stove development and dissemination took a
back-seat.

3) The third phase began in the early 1980s. Widespread
dissemination proved to be a much more difficult undertaking
than previously thought.

In addition, the link between stoves and deforestation was no
longer as clear as it was originally assumed. Clearing for
agricultural land seemed to be the most important cause of
deforestation. With the exception of urban charcoal demand,
woodfuel for cooking did not generally require the cutting
down of trees.

Many users were interested in stoves for reasons other than
fuel efficiency: Removal of smoke, cleanliness, convenience
and safety. The exception was in the urban areas where the
need to reduce household expenditure on fuel was paramount. In
this case, the link between stove efficiency and the needs of
the user was much closer.

Gender issues, indoor air pollution, employment generation,
emancipation, enhanced kitchen environment and functional
design are now important components of improved stove
programmes.

The third phase closed the stove development circle. User
needs and aspirations are again the primary focus of stove
development. There are, however, t wo major differences:
1) User needs can now be addressed from a much more solid
technical and scientific baBe.
2) A more lntegrated approach to stove lSBUeS lS galnlng
greater acceptability.

Stove issues can be approached from three perspectives:
global, national and individual household. The perspesctives
are not mutually exklusive. They should be integral components
of a coherent stove programme.

Problems can be overcome faster if experiences, ideas and
efforts are shared among projects and regions. This is the
reason for establishing an international network of stove
agencies: The Foundation of Woodstove Dissemination(FWD). It
is responding to a "global need for local action in the
domestic energy field".

The emphasis will be placed on maximizing the use of local
experts in developing countries and encouraging South-South
collaboration.
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Increasingly organizations which are developing and
implementing improved cookstove programmes have broadened or
are broadening the scope of the problem definition and
intervention beyond wood-energy conservation and stoves to
include:

environment
-household energy
-reduced indoor pollution
-enhanced functional kitchen design
-fuel substitution
-income generation
-enhancing the role of w omen in developing countries
-technology development
-improving the qualit y of life.

The focus on stoves is the philosophical linchpin of the FWD
and it will continue to be the guiding principle of its
activities and prograrnme.

!ou ~ill a!so find the followinq three papers under number 4
in the seminar-map:

Esmap and Household Enerqy. willem Floor.
Esmap stands for "Energy Sector Assistance Program" and was
started jointly by the World Bank and UNDP in 1983.

~ppropria~e Technoloqy Proiect. Toroas Stalin, Skerike
Congregation- CSM.

An ~spect af Wamen and Stave Praductian in Tanzania:
~~ckqraun~, Prablems and Achievements af the Maraqara Fuelwaad
Stave Praiect. Anne Sefu, Maragara Fuelwaad Stave pr?ject,
Wamen's Training Centre, Christian Cauncil af Tanzanla.

This paper is interesting both because of the details it gives
of a fairly small-scale stove project, and because of its
being situated not too far from SERC's Tanzania-contacts in
Karagwe District.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN DEVELOPMENT

Sigge Niwong

Symposium on how to dissiminate appropriate technology and
make it commercially viable in the developing countries.
September 27- 28, 1989 at IDEON Research Park, Lund
University.

~h~ ~ollowinq presentations at the symposium will be qiven a
brief summary:

The Apocalyptic Mode. Evan Vlachos, Colorado State
University.
Innovation and Development. Sam Nilsson, Innovation
Institute, Stockholm.
Appropriate to what Conditions? Ton de Wilde,
A.T.International, Washington D.D.
SATIS, Socially Appropriate Technological Information
System. Paul Osborn, Utrecht.
TOOL, Technical Development with Developing Countries. D.J
Evers, Amsterdam.
Appropriate Technological Transfer. Simon Burne,
Intermediate Technology Development Group, ITDG.
Consortiuffi of Indian Scientists for Sustainable Develop-
ment. P.D. Bhatnagar, Sri Aurobindo Centre, New Delhi.
Workshop reports from the second day.

Introduction

To acquire and accumulate a technical know-how is a very
complex and difficult process. But to realize this has taken a
long time. In order to achieve a rapid economic growth, the
poor countries in the world have turned to the most advanced
industrial countries for guidance and assistance.
Unfortunately, this policy has hardly produced the desired
results. It has, on the other hand, demonstrated that a
special technology developed and successfully employed under
one set of circumstances, can be a failure when used under a
different set of circumstances. Therefore to assist the
developing countries to make informed choices is an important
responsibility for the AT organisations.

ATS, Appropriate Technology Sweden, was formed in 1988 in
order to mobilize resources in Sweden and to strengthen the
international network of AT organisations. The special
know-how in Solar Energy is geared to ATS via SERO, the
Federation of Swedish Energy Associations, which has a
membership of over 3000 people.
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Surnmaries

The Apocalyptic Mode. Evan Vlachos.

There is growing a vast literature about the many challenges
mankind is facing. One of these books is "The End of Nature",
published by Random House, New York and written by Bill Mc
Kibben. The September issue of Scientific American is
compiled under the heading: Managing Planet Earth. Gaia,
Mother Nature, is revolting against our Hybris.

What should then be meant by the Post-Natural-World? How
should we describe the life style of the affluent society?
What is the proper balance between world population and
ecosystems? Is maybe 1000 million people an optimum for our
planet? (We are quickly approaching to be 5000 Mega).

Should we use the concept of overconsuffiption instead of
overpopulation? How to calculate sustainability? Afterwards we
have realized that the 1973 energy crisis was superficial. So
now we ask: Sustainability for WhOffi?

We have part ly forgotten the concepts of analyses introduced
by Marx, Malthus, Rachel Carson, Osborn and the tearn behind
the Rorne-report: Lirnit to Growth. Will the Green House Effect
be staying with us?

We live in a "Future shock society" (Toffler). We can
distinguish between many different sources of change. There
is a great complexityt turbulence and uncertainty regarding
changes in valuest culture and institutions. How should we
cope with changes in population or technological and
biological changes? Could we mobilize enough flexibility by
shifting concepts and paradigros?

Holistic Paradigm

According to Peter Drucher in his book "The New Reality" we
ought to stick to a holistic paradigm. "Think globaly, act
everywhere". When we say "technology" we include a purpose
beyond the pure technique. And we have to work hard for an
intelligent transfer of science and knowledge. So we have to
learn about complexifications going to interdependence and
realizing our vulnerability. A new training in riskmanagement
has to be undertaken.

We have to deal with both woodstoves and microwave ovens. We
will notify that AT, Appropriate Technology, stands for small
rather big, approximate right rather than perfect. It stands
for decentralized, low cost, concerned about scarce resources
being culturally and practically accepted.

We have to stress efficiency, rninirnizing the arnount of waste,
that is to stress syntropy as opposite to entropy.

We need holism with coherence. We need diversity, with
ability to adapt over changing conditions.
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Arguments against AT

The large scale indlistrial people going "the Faraonic way"
will arglie that AT is nothing newand that it does not work.
AT is dependent on a democracy of restraints which seems to
be all too difficlilt to obtain.

How then to answer? Then we have to answer the critics that
we intend to master how to regulate scarcity within the
democratic frame. We are going to form interdisciplinary teams
to challenge each others assumptions. We have already realized
that the ideological frontier between West and East now is
replaced by a split between North and South on the Globe. But
Australia belongs to the "Northern World" and all people in
the 4th world are very poor in resources, even those in the
North.

Moreover we have to enhance again some almost forgotten
values: equity = justice and fairness, wisdom = dessimination
of knowledge guided by experience and common sense.
Schumacher formulated the program "Small is beautiful", and
there are some cardinal values from the time of St Augustine
which are worth wile to build on for our common future:
strength and courage, temperance and moderation. Otherwise we
have to face a tyrany of constraints.

Innovation and Development. Sam Nilsson.

We can define innovation as an invention applied with good
success. Leasing is an example of an economic innovation. But
in relation to all "experts" claiming success for their
speciality one can enjoy the common sense in the funny
example: The farmer is an expert -he is outstanding in his
field.

Generally, we are suffering under the tyranny of the
information flow and we mayask with T.S.Eliot: Where is the
knowledge? Where is the wisdom? Let us remember that
creativity of ordinary people is the basis of transformation.
In the textbooks of economics it might be difficult to
describe the force which gives change as market pull or
technological push. Of overall importance is the
inter-disciplinary work.

The innovator/entrepreneur stands in the middle as a
coordinator surrounded by three fields: of science, technology
and the market. The position of the innovator in the small
firms results in about 10 times higher pattern applications
than in the big companies. IDEON in Lund wants to bridge the
gap between the market and the research work. But the size
might be decisive -if it turns out as Silicon Valley or just
as Silly Valley!

The very big United Nations conference in vienna 1979 "Science
and Technology for Development" seeros not to have given any
lasting results probably due to big groups of many different
interests. On the other hand ITG in London (Intermediate
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Technology Group), as well as some other NGOs, has
accomplished very much of lasting value regarding technology
for developroent schemes. Very of ten various church groups have
stimulated the direct contact between the needy people and the
inventors. SAREC seeros to be too bureaucratic and
"Teknikhöjden" in Stockholm is not very creative. You must
feel the smell of Bangladesh in order to get sustainable
results. In the SIDA officies in Nairobi and Lusaka many
reports are written but without contact with needy people.

The Salen fund shows the way.

It is of great importance to encourage inventors to be. The
fund gives sofie 30- 40000 u.s. dollars yearly to inventors
for future work. There are four sectors: Water, Industry,
Forestry and Energy. Recently about 80% of the applications
for projects came from inventors in less developed countries
and almost nothing came from the UN-systeffi. About 50% of the
schemes were about water and energy which is a daily hard
concern for thousands of millions of people.

One necessary condition for success seems to be that the
lnventor lS technlclan, researcher and salesman in one person.
SIDA gives 5 million SEK in cooperation with the Salen-fund to
IDEA, Innovation for Development Association. There is a
publication from SIDA about "The hundred most interesting
inventions" within the five sectors of Water, Forestry,
Fishing, Farming and Energy. There are also some studies about
sustainable models sponsored by IDEA and some research work
done by its Mechanism of Innovations Committe (MIC).

To give status to the inventor/scientist.

The Pakistanese physicist prof. Abdus Salam is working in
Trieste in Italy. He got the Nobel prize in 1979 which gave
him a high status even versus politicians in his home country.
He has organized The Third World Academy of Science in order
to strengthen the working conditions and status of scientistis
in their home countries. The Academy supports communications
between its members and works for science transfer, so that
the scientific community in a certain country can surpass the
"critical mass" -limit for a growth on its own in science
research. As now for India which has got very many capable
scientists and a structure which is favouring further growth.
"The green revolution" has been implemented in India with a
great increase in production and ought now to be applied in
the African context as well. But in addition the documentation
about local crops should be carried out in the fields in close
cooperation with the local farmer, who is af ter all an expert
-"outstanding in his field". Expresident Jimmy Carter has got
a good reputation in West Africa. In connection with the
Sahelian problem Carter stressed Human Rights aspects that the
farmer should grow food for his/her own family not only
produce ground nuts for export. The new seeds when used in
large areas need imports of chemical fertilizers but for the
smallholder human urine and local cattle dung would be most
appropriate.
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Some important lessons regarding Scientists and Technology
Transfer could be surnrnarized as follows:
The direct involvment of the local people is absolutely
necessary. Support by political leaders is a must. Simple
technological packages must be used. Extension services must
be efficient. Credits must be available. When the farmer see
the results theyaccept the new techniques very quickly.
Scientific expertise must work together with the people, not
from a distant laboratory.

Apprapriate ta what canditians? Tan de Wilde.

Due to the so called "development" the poor countries have to
pay the rich countries from what they can cut down from their
public sector. And every child has to pay back a debt for
resources which her parents have taken out already. Even
technical education can be more or less appropriate. Gut of
the five million technical students who graduate in India in a
year only one million (20%) can expect to get a salaried job.
But due to development trends in Technology small scale
enterprices have now got better chances: Small is beautiful.

Appropriate Technology institutions, created in cooperation
with NGOs at both ends of the science transfer line, will
manage to reach out to the poor people and so give more than
10 times the chance to survive compared with governmental
projects governed from above. The private sugar production in
small scale in Kenya is more effective than the big parastatal
industry. The small units are more labour intensive and
demands less capital investments for the Kenya nation. Most
unfortunate the small firm can face big obstacles because of
macro-policy matters and some banking practises. Even the
tools for the local artisan are heavily taxed.

But the ministry of Science in Costa Rica has managed to help
the local coffee grower to improve production 500%. So
ministerial officials can play a positive role, e.g. by
identifying bottIe necks from an overall view of the nation
and building up a credit market with short term loans with up
to 3 years repayment. Specially w omen groups are keen to
promote appropriate solutions to their daily needs. It might
be a handdriven palmoil press or a pedaldriven mill for
grinding.

~Qcially Appropriate Technoloqical Information System,
SATIS. Paul Osborn.

SATIS was conceived 1976 and born 1982. On an average day 19
SATIS members work with 3450 clients, respond to 180
technocal enquires, distribute 4000 publications, create 12
new, permanent jobB, and save massive volumes -as yet
unmeasured- of energy and natural resources. These
achievments form the basis of a Global Union of Technologies
for Environment and Sustainable Development.
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Around 100 organisations are memhers of SATIS, located in 48
countries (many in the South) hut the users are from 160
countries. The memhers range from village associations,
national NGO:s, research institues, development enterprises,
inter-governmental organisations as well as governmental.

Some times there are tensions or conflicts hetween different
memhers, hut all gain from the practical approach in SATIS.
Memhers are making, maintaining, managing, marketing goods,
products, services in wide varieties e.g. Mushroom production
in the Philippines, wheelchair production in Latin America,
sunflower oil seed processing in East Africa.

The centraloffice of SATIS coordinates a tremendous
communication network from its address P.O. Box 803, 3500 AV
Utrecht, Netherlands. Theyare trying to change what is
unSATISfactory to what is sustainable.

TOOL. Jan Evers.

The name is derived from the Dutch heading, Technische
Ontikkeling Ontwikkelingslanden. This organisation was formed
1974 with much impetus from various voluntary groups working
within the missionary movement having specialists at the
University of Agriculture and in the then only University of
Technology.

The notion of AT (appropriate technology) emerged in the 1960s
and 1970s. "The AT philosophy at that time held that western
technology would work fine in the Third World if you just
simplified it. So, in the Netherlands, there was a period
when we dreamt up all the solutions, which were presented to
the poor and the needy as a ready-made answer to their
problems. We saw windmills, handpumps, biogas plants, wood
stoves and manyother inventions being offered as viable
alternatives to the Third World, when they had not even been
drawn on the blueprint, let alone tested. This approach took
almost no account of the cultural dimension, and related
social and economic conditions. Yet that is precisely what
real appropriate technology should do."

TOOL gives extensive services in 5 major fields:

1. Technical enquiry work. Around 650 technical enquiries are
answered mainly by experienced volunteers but also by some
consulting firms on a voluntary basis.

2. Publications. The up-to-date bookshop and mail-order
enterprise stocks 500 titles on all kinds of practical
applications of technology in the Third World. Theyare
described in a bi-annual publication catalogue. The annual
sales is about 10000 volumes. The quater ly magazine AT SOURCE
(40 pages) costs about 110 SEK/year. It can be obtained from
P.O. Box 41, 6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands.

3. Library Services. Many development workers are among the
1000 visitors each year, some of them also utilize the
extensive literature searches.
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4. Development education is given by TOOL to all Dutch
development workers before going to work in the Third World.

5. Consultancy work. Sometimes a technical enquiry cannot be
proper ly answered by a letter from a volunteer. Therefore TOOL
is also engaged in 15 field research and development projects.

In Amsterdam TOOL has 19 paid staff working in 3 sectors,
namely in Reference, in Consultancy and in Management sector.
The current operational budget is about 3 million SEK. One
third of this is covered by the Dutch government. Four key
areas of activit y have been selected for 1988 to 1990:
-Support to small enterprise development.
-The role of w omen in technology and technology transfer.
-Development of TOOL as a full reference centre on technolgy

transfer to the Third World.
-Long-term cooperation with local organisations, NGOs.

Generally TOOL believes that a healthy small enterprise sector
is a condition for a healthy economy, since it generates
employment, creates growth and can prodliCe local conslimers
goods. TOOL is cooperating with the Netherlands Development
Bank in their small enterprise programmes in 4 African
colintries: Botswana, Kenya, Zambia and Malawi. TOOL aims at
plitting mlich emphasis on small enterprise development having
w omen as leaders and main beneficiaries hoping for a new type
of NGO with w omen as policy-makers in Appropriate Technology
matters.

Appropriate Technoloqy Transfer. Simon Burn.

It took some thirty years for A.T. to define itself: from the
early statements by Ghandi about village -Khadi -production
through the writings of Schumacher in the 1960s and 1970s.
From these deliberations emerged a definition of A.T. which
comprises the following statements: A.T. is any productive
process, any piece of equipment that meets all the following
criteria: It meets the needs of the majority, not a small
minority, of a cornrnunity. It employs natural resources,
capital and labour in proportion to their long-term
sustainable availability. It is ownable, controlable, operable
and maintainable within the cornrnunity it serves. It enhances
the skills and dignit y of those employed by it. It is
non-violent both to the environment and to people. It is
socially, economically and environmentally sustainable.

Attempts to apply A.T. in practice really started in earnest
in the 1950s with the Ghandian Ashram Movement in India and
then in Europe towards the end of the 1960s with the
establishment of the Intermediate Technology Development Group
and other A.T. institutions. These groups formulated much of
constructive criticism and explained the failures of many
technological programmes as results from t wo causes: the
intended end-users or beneficiaries were of ten not asked what
their needs really were and what skills and resources they had
access to. Secondly -many technologies were simply not
marketed proper ly on the assumption that a good technology
should sell itself. Now we have recognized that appropriate
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technology must be based on an interaction between the
end-users, the producers and the designers.

To achieve this effectively means t wo things: Firstly,
technology design and development should ideally take place as
near as possible to the producers and users of that
technology. And, secondly, technology development takes place
much more effectively with in the content of a
multi-disciplinary approach, when designers and specialists
work together with social scientists, small business
specialists and marketing people. -This phase I call the
"enabling" phase because it aims to strengthen local
organisations capacity to innovate rather than replace it. The
extent of this ability has been highlighted by a study carried
out recent ly by Intermediate Technology, and shortly to be
published as "Tinker, Tiller, Technical Change". This includes
17 case studies from 14 developing countries in Asia, Africa
and Latin America.

Such indigenous innovation, or peoples technology, already
plays a major role in national and regional economies. -Where
the informal sector is thriving, it is doing so not hecause of
scientists, engineers and foreign technical experts hut
hecause of artisan innovators and the customers who advise
them.

Some of the most striking examples of the effective use of
existing informal marketing networks comes from the Kenya
Ceramic Jiko Stove Programme in Nairobi and a similar project
-the Anagi Stove -in Sri Lanka.

Any appropriate technology project must address constraints of
the following type:
a) Be supportive of indigenous capacity for technology
innovation and adaption. Of ten incremental change will achieve
much more effective and widespread benefits than major
"inBtant" change creating micro-edifices.
b) Recognise that information and training are both two-way
processes.
c) Build bridges between the needs of the consuroers and the
capacities of producers.
d) Address the constraints facing producers and, sometimes, of
consuroers.
e) Be both reactive and proactive, and multidisciplinary.
f) Be outward-looking and decentralised.

These guidelines are equally appropriate for agencies based in
the North or the South. Since appropriate technology is about
"production for the masses", about putting poor people (as
producers and consuffiers) in the driving seat, then technology
development dissemination must also place those same people in
the centre.

~n e~erqinq model of environment reqeneration based on rural

development for developinq countries. P.D. Bhatnaqar.

The project "Regeneration of Pushkar (Ajmer) Lake Valley
Eco-system" was approved af ter several revisions and years of
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work by a team of volunteering scientists. It was initiated in
March 1985 and has an outlay of the equivalent of 3 million
u.s. dollars for five years. It is situated in an area around
the point of 74 45 East and 26 30 North with a radius of
about 25 km.

The project was implernented by 40 Indian Scientists organized
since 1967 as a Consortiurn of Indian Scientists for
Sustainable Development. Many case studies have been
undertaken about the prime rnovers behind the human ecology,
i.e. the beliefs, the attitudes and the value systerns.

A model of alternate/supplementary education system has been
evolved which should cater for the vast majority of the people
who do not -and shall never -get the benefit of the present
system that leads to unemployment or rain drain.

Pictures were shown from the work -cum -learning process
which had given underemployed people opportunities to make low
cost devices for utilising solar, wind and bioenergy in order
to regenerate waste lands.

The extension activities consist of puppet shows, dramas and
gammes based on actual environment regeneration themes
depicting the achievements accomplished by the people. A
mobile exhibition has been put up where demonstrations are
arranged for non-conventional sources of energy.

The most important feature of this ffiodel is its approach to
regenerate and recycle the inputs and involve local people in
planning at the grassrot level according to their needs, take
up activities to restore and conserve the ecology of this area
and help theffi to gerate and administer "Peoples Capital" for
productive investment, -not buying more gold as tradition
prescribes.

The speaker commented a postcard published by the project
showing a family having their meal cooked in a solar cooker
"We would like people enjoy the old value system but now
instead expressing the incarnation of Krishna coming with a
newera introducing solar cookers in the villages."
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~ st!~rt report from the workshop meetinqhere confined solely
to the enerqy aspect.

We got a demonstration of a semi-diesel engine (tändkulemotor
brought to the conference by Fred Andersson from the factory
(now museum). This factory "Phythagoras" was working up to
1962 and is now represented by the association Friends of
Phythagoras and Appropriate Technology Sweden, ATS. The
machine might be of great interest for developing countries
because it is very easy to make and maintain and can run on
vegetable oil, biogas or local fat if not kerosene or diesel
are available.

We discussed a solar stove using parabolic suncollector. In
its focus there was special glas tube with black copper and
water circulating inside. When it stands outside in sunshine
steem is produced and via a tube is brought to the kitchen for
cooking or into a hospital laboratory for sterilizing
instruments etc. The model is developed and promoted in
cooperation with ATS at Lund Technical University, phone
046/109673 (Bengt Thoren).

InBulated boxeB keeping food hot could cut down cooking time
quite much. Solar refrigeration by evaporation of water could
work at a very low COBt. Concerning WOodBtoveB I refer to
Annette HenningB report.
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SECOND EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM ON SOFT ENERGY SOURCES AND SYSTEMS
AT THE LOCAL LEVEL. CRETA. OCTOBER 16-211989.

Kjell Gustafsson and Sigge Niwong

The Chairman prof E G KOlikios pointed Olit the relative growth
of general cornrnitment to the theme of the Conference. ThliS
this year 130 participants were enrolled compared witih 110
last year. The nlimber of colintries being represented had grown
from 13 to 17 and the registered pares were now 75 compared
with 50 last year.

Prof. Lipman from UK tried to summarize the conference from
his wind energy perspective.

There are good reasons for being optimistic about the research
work carried out in Greek universities. There are suitable
winds for power production in the Mediterranean area and deep
felt needs of renewable energy sources. Universities could
cooperate with small companies and communicate with
laboratories in Northern Europe.

Generally development matters in the energy sector stand in
Greece now at the same level as in UK 12 years ago. It is
utter ly important to set up a Wind Energy Society to overcome
many pessimistic factors.
A) The Greek government has failed to support EEC energy
programmes to the country.
B) There is a lack of dialogue and too much of bureaucratic
delays.
C) A lack of a central body to take the lead.
D) The Public Power Corporation is not helpful. PPCs prices
are much too low when buying from private energy producers
but very high when selling electricity. It does not calculate
with environmental costs in their price of 28 drachmer per kWh
= 1,2 SEK per kWh.
E) Lack of major companies with resources of their own for
R&D.

Prof. Lipman gave a lecture about renewable energy equipment
specially referring to the Clayton Energy Systerns Ltd with the
energy storage flywheels. The goal is to save between 30- 90%
of the ordinary diesel consumption. Hut the amount of diesel
actually saved from an integrated wind/diesel generation
system was not yet very convincing. At Chalmers in Gothenburg
there is some research being done in this field.

The geographical position of Greece gives it a good chance for
using photovoltaic electricity. In the many islands without
connection to the national grid PV is of ten a good economic
choice. Professor Kagarakis gave an account of the experiences
from a stand alone pumping plant on the islands of Karpathos.
At noon in a sunny day with an insolation of around 1000 W/m2
the PV modules gave enough effect for water to be pumped up to
a water tank 27 m above as well as in cloudy days the effect
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was still enough to pump water up to a tank 12 m above the
ground.

A clear advantage for PV systerns in rernote areas is that the
installation and maintenance may be performed by semiskilled
personnel. A drawback is the high installation cost but the
extension of the powersystern could of ten be installed in steps
and by that spreading out the cost over several years. Working
with DC at 12 V was more efficient than using an inverter to
220 V AC because at lower insolation the efficiency of the
inverter might drop down to 30%.

The End-user.

A key word of ten used in the symposium was "the end-user". On
the small remote Greek islands the end users would be found
with in the families. It was pointed out in the discussion
about frameworks for rural Energy Decision Analysis that it
might be wiser to give available subsidies to the end user (as
in Denmark) rather than to the companies producing the
hardware. What are then the end users criteria for effeciency?
There are only some guesses about rates of return related to
not buying oil or electricity. But how can we believe in the
stability of prices in the future -except for wind and sun?
In a computer model some entries were given for Demand,
National Energy balance, Energy Tool Box etc.. The price and
the amount of Woodfuel for domestic needs were different from
the industrial needs etc. But all that seemed to be calculated
in money units and other hard data. The importance of making a
soft data TIME BUDGET for the w omen in the 3rd world was then
pointed out for their very important activities for collecting
firewood. This work is usually outside the money market.

The diffusion of relevant knowledge

Many speakers referred to the year 1992 when a proper
legislation should be ready within the Commission of the
European Communities, Brussels. The conditions for renewable
energy systerns would then be clearer. But how long would it
take for the relevant knowledge of energy systerns to be
applied?

It is said that it took 200 years from the discovery that
scurvy among sailors was caused by lack of fresh fruits until
that knowledge was actually applied in making a vitamin C
balanced menu. But we get a brighter view from learning that
it took only 18 months af ter the invention of the Ball pen
until it was used in the general market. How long will it take
for the soft energy sources to be used?

We were shown interesting slides for how solar science is
introduced in Frimary Schools in Greece. And how some children
could take over and teach other children coming with their
relatives to science fairs. We saw pictures from exhibitions
having a lot of working ffiodels and attractive displays.
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But a more advanced vocational course was also presented:
"Design of the Educational System in Installation and
Maintenance of Soft Energy Systerns". It was presented in
operational terms how to change the behaviour of the students
in handling hard data facts in the laboratory. The programme
was financed to 55% from the European Social Fund. However
some irrationalities pop up as soft data. As regarding the
reaction of the general public it is noted that the same
people who are in favour of shifting over to soft energy are
likely to reject windmills in many places with "local
aestetical values". They would even say "The tourists mightt " f "no come l...

What is "Ratianal Use af Energy'l at the lacal level?

Prof. Mark Christensen, Berkely University of California who
chaired some of the sessions, focused our attention on many
notions and concepts which he thought were ambiguous or
completely meaningless without further definitions. He gave us
a preliminary definition: "Rational use of energy" means
reasonable effort to understand the benefits, costs and
consequences of those choices. Making choices on the basis of
simple but obscure crieria alone (like "pay back time") can
lead to nasty, but foreseeable, consequences.

The price of oil is determined by world markets plus national
taxes. Prices in the future will be changeable, probably
higher. Taxes on carbondioxide, pollution, depletion and
imports would increase costs. Soft energy sources will then
look cheaper in comparison. The price of electricity from the
grid will rise in the future because costs of new production
are greater than systern-average costs. The prices o~ oil and
electricity do not cover costs of a wide variety of
environmental and social damages. If prices of oil and
electricity reflected full costs, then three important things
would happen:
1. Less oil (kWh) would be consurned because higher prices
yield lower demand.
2. Less environmental and social darnage would result, and
3. Alternatives of indigenous resources and conservation would
be more attractive. This would contribute, arnong other things,
to the creation of jobs and development in rural areas.

The payback time is just as uncertain as the price of oil (all
energy prices "key" on the price of oil). "Current price",
whatever that may be, is commonly used for calculation. That
is simple, but is it reallya "rational" basis for choice?
What is rational in the face of uncertainty and
vulnerability? -assuming "current prices"? "Social Benefits"
of investments in soft energy (e.g. reduced imports and less
pollution but more jobs) are not counted; therefore theyare
valued as zero!

The role of "citizen" in the modern nation state is to vote
and pay taxes, otherwise to pursue only the narrowest,
material selfinterest. But the very idea of democracy is
nonsense without the assumption of responsibility on the part
of the citizens. "Rational uses of energy" must therefore
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include choices based on responsibility and a vision of a
sustainable society for the future.

The contribution from Folkecenter for Renewable Energy (Box
208, Denmark 7760, Hurup Thy) given by dr A. Jagadeesh and
Peter Christensen was build on due consideration of an
interplay between technology and democratic, responsible
action by NGOs.

T.D. Snow from Cardiff, Wales let us know about the project
"Energy Action City". The project started in October 1985,
when Cardiff was declared the first Energy Action City in the
UK.

The initiative was based on a belief that civic pr ide and a
desire to help the comrnunity in a well defined area could
combine with economic arguments about energy efficiency and
self interest of participants to achieve more than national
promotion.

The airn was to develop a more efficient use arnong many
different users to a saving of 10% of the energy consumption.
The carnpaign was successful and several cities and counties
have followed the Cardiff exarnple. Sofie notes of importance:
-Strategies to overcome rigid social systerns.
-Understanding decisionmaking at every level.
-Large business is a different "animal" than small business.

Snow also noted a matter of legislation about solar energy:
How to handIe "solar energy radiation rights" in a city, where
houses are running higher and higher giving more shade?

J. Mller from Hohenheim University in Stuttgart, Germany
told us about the work on a SOLAR DRYER together with
collegues at the University of Novi Sad in Yugoslavia. In the
economy of production of medical plants there is a heavy cost
for drying. The substitution of fossile fuel by solar energy
seems to suggest itself, because these plants are mostly
cultivated in regions with high insolation. Therefore an
exclusively solar heated dryer was developed at the
Agricultural institutions. The solar air heaters were situated
in the roof structure of a plastic uv-stabilized film
greenhouse. Insolation absorber plates were put into the
polyethene double foil roof and the air was independent ly
circulated by a fan for every 2m segment. The temperature
should not exceed 45 C and the rate of the airflow was 3600
m3/hour.

The dryer warked very well and was shawed to be more
ecanamical than an ardinary batch dryer. And the salar dried
drugs, mint, sage and haps became af superiar qualit y campared
ta canventianal treatment.

Ioannis pinatsis: Solar Power Reating on the Sifnos Island.
Pinatsis gave a description of a solar heating project with
122 m2 flat collectors with semiselective absorbers. Selective
absorbers were not available in the countryand judged not to
pay its extra costs.
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Aesthetical reason in this particular place made it impossible
to use the roofs for the collectors.

To finish this report we choose to stop at the crossroad of
bio energy and physics/chemistry.

Dr. S.M. Aliwi from Iraq reported on Photochemical reduction.
The field was opened up by Calvin 1951 and was further
investigated by the Swedish Akermark 1980 using Cr+++ as
catalyst for the reaction CO2 +H20 gives with catalyst and
sunrays HCOH+O2. The aim is to produce fuels from the fixation
of CO2 and thereby also reduce the Green House effect. It is
possible to go further to produce methane and methyl alcohol
or hydrogengas from HCOH which gives hydrogen and carbon
monoxide.

Some of the reactions have continued for 2-3 months but with
low efficiency. The budget is paid by SERC in Bagdad. The
universities have no money for this work. Programmes are
formulated for heating/cooling of greenhouses and for basic
research in Photo Voltaics, using simulation of
photosynthesis.

The biological and cultural environment is at stake in all
research or as Mark Christensen put it: "What is not good for
the bee-swarm (society) is not good for the bee (end user).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rural development is a necessity in most developing countries
in order to lower the rate of migration into urban areas. This
development includes social services such as schools and
health centers, improved farming techniques and
infrastructure, and small scale village industries.

Access to electricity is necessary if modern technology is to
be ernployed in the development process. In the absence of
electric grids, electricity has to be produced in situ. Solar
panels cornpete favorably with diesel generated electricity in
many instances when the arnount of electric energy required is
moderate. Basic requirernents of a majority of households in
rural areas of developing countries have been estimmated to a
few Wh per day, clearly most econornically produced by
photovoltaic (PV) techniques. Even basic cornmunity needs of
electricity could well be met by PV systerns. Such an
introduction of electricity is usually referred to as
pre-electrification.

The present paper deals with several aspects of rural
electrification which SERC has been engaged in for some years.
Af ter an initial chapter on PV technology and the use of 12V
DC instead of 220V AC electricity, the virtues of tracking and
concentrating the sun are discussed. Then, the use of PV
p owered school experiments is discussed and a laboratory
electricity experiment kit with PV cells and rechargeable
batteries is described.
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Photovoltaic modules are still quite costly, and even the
stage of pre-electrification is generally unattainable.
Low-cost micro electrification might be a possible first step
in the electrification process, and such a project inThe
Gambia is described in the next chapter.

Solar energy for development is however more than
photovoltaics, and much work has been done allover the world
in attempts to develop and implement solar cookers, solar
dryers, solar stills, etc. The ideal cooker remains to be
constructed: Low cost, made of local materials, works
independent of weather and time, can both cook, bake and fry,
doesn't need constant attendence, are some requirements. Also
SERC tries to develop well functioning solar cookers for
various applications, and the next chapter is devoted to t wo
constructions under testing the "Tunisian solar oven" and the
"Sudanese solar stove". The paper concludes with a literature
list and a presentation of SERC.

It is our belief that development work in the solar energy
field is facilitated if not only Sweden but the whole world is
considered. Technical solutions to problems for one kind of
application can sometimes be modified for use in quite another
situation. This is e. g. true for development of various
geometries for concentrators, where applications range from
booster mirrors in gigantic fields of solar collectors to use
in solar ovens for baki ng bread and cornets for improving the
output from PV cells. It is in this context only to regret
that SERC has virtually no economic means to work with solar
energy for developing countries.

2. PHOTOVOLTAICS

The cost of PV modules is decreasing from year to year, and
this is especially true for the newer technologies. In these,
the cells themselves are made of extremely thin layers (less
than 1/1000 mm) of amorphous silicon or other semiconductors
applied to a substrate of glass or sheet metal. Present
costs/watt is about 6 US$/peak watt or about half of that for
crystalline silicon modules. Due to lower efficiency, these
thin film technologies require 2-3 times larger modules for
the same power output. Drastic cost reductions are
anticipated; one producer (Chronar) plans to be able to
deliver whole-sale quantities for less than 2 US$/peak watt
already in 1991.

Photovoltaic modules are produced by a large number of
companies, most of them in USA and Japan. Among the most
well-known producers are Arco, Chronar, ECD/Sovonics and
Solarex in USA, Hitachi, Hoxan and Mitsubishi in Japan,
Heliodinamica in Brazil, Photowatt in France and Siemens in
Germany (BRD); addresses to these and others are found in
Solar Photovoltaic Products (see 7. Literature).

12V DC Equipment

There is no general agreernent whether 12V DC or 220V AC
systerns should be preferred. We have however found a rnultitude
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of 12V equipment intended for mobile industrial country use,
and therefore believe that the higher simplicityand
efficiency of the 12V systern speaks strongly in favor of it.

SERC has made a survey of 12V DC equipment availahle on the
Swedish market. The list is hy no means complete, hut we have
entries under the following headings:

Camputers and Electranics

Computers and printers (Bondwell, Epson, Toshiba), photo
copier (Canon; soon available), oscilloscope (Hitachi),
electronic typewriter (Canon, Casio), soldering equipment.

School and education

Tape recorder, radio, TV, physics experimental equipment
(PHYWE), solar battery chargers and rechargeable Nicd cells.

Dornestic

Electric bulbs, fluorescent tubes, refrigerators (Electrolux),
immersion heater, percolator, vacuum cleaner, flat-iron,
shaver, grass trimmer.

Tools and Motors

Drilling machine, circular saw, universal saw, grinding and
polishing machines, engraving pen (Minicraft, Black&Decker)
DC motors, fans, water pumps (Bosch), compressors, electric
winch.

,

Cornmunication

Gutboard motors (Johnson, Mercury), motor cycle, truck
(Bendix), intercom, local telephone, radio telephone.

3. TRACKING AND CONCENTRATING THE SUN

There are certain advantages by concentrating the sun.
Reflecting rnaterials cost only a fraction per sqrn of what PV
cells do. Low concentrating systerns and even non-concentrating
flat plate tracking systerns have been shown to be cost
effective.

SERC has developed a cornet type PV concentration systern which
has qualifications to become quite cost effective, especially
for small industry and other applications, where no or little
storage is required. This systern has been extensively
described in a SERC/UCFB report, Solar Cornets for
Concentration of Sunlight onto Solar Cells, as well as in a
recent conference paper, Use of Nonirnaging Concentrators for
Moderate Concentration of Sunlight onto Photovoltaic Cells.

When concentrators are used, the sun has to be tracked. While
parabolic troughs and dishes have to follow the sun closely,
the use of cornets decrease the requirements of precision.
with a designed acceptance angle of 5 degrees, manual
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redirection every 40-60 minutes will work fine. Alsocornets
with acceptance angles of 10-15 degrees can be made with
correspondingly longer intervals between redirections.

Tracking, even if it is un-precise, increases the energy
output from a solar panel even if it is just a flat plate
panel that doesn't need tracking. The clear dayoutput from a
tracking collector in the tropics is between 32 and 53 percent
higher than the output from a fixed collector. The difference
is even more striking if we regard the special case of a DC
motor running directly on the current from a PV panel:
Tracking increases, in that case, the clear dayoutput from
the motor between 49 and 89 percent.

A third comparison between the t wo geometries uses the fact
that the output from a tracking collector is fair ly constant
during several hours of a clear day while the output from a
fixed collector has a typical "cosine" shape. Since the use of
electricity in a small industry can be assumed to be fair ly
constant throughout the day, extensive use of electricity
storage can be avoided if tracking is employed.

Calculations show that the power from a tracking collector
exceeds 75% of (yearly) maximum around 8.5 hours per clear
day at the equator and between 6.5 and 9.5 hours per clear day
at the tropic, depending on the season. The same figures for a
fixed latitude tilt collector is only around 4.5 and between 3
and 5 hours, respectively. The improvement is striking and
speaks strongly in favor of using tracking for industrial and
similar applications.

4. SOLAR ELECTRICITY IN TEACHING

Whenever possible, physics teaching should include student
laboratoryexperiments. Basic electricity experiments require
low voltage, usually supplied by a transformer for AC
experiments completed with a rectifier for DC experiments.
When grid current is not available, dry cell batteries
constitute possible alternatives. Physics experimental kits
using dry cells as the source of DC have been developed at the
Kenya Science Teachers College in Nairobi, at the University
College of Falun/Borlänge and by others a long time ago. Dry
cells however wear out quickly and have to be replaced
frequently at a high cost.

Therefore, SERC has developed an electricity experimental kit
that employs rechargeable NiCd cells as the DC source and PV
cells to charge them. Such kits can be used also by students
at secondary schools not connected to any electric grid.
Furthermore, a set of electricity experiments has been
designed which deals not only with elementary concepts but
also with basic PV techniques.

The kit consists of, in a trial version, a board with twenty
connection points, five encapsulated solar cells with a
holder, t wo simple multimeters for DC voltage and current
measurements, t wo NiCd cells, a rheostat, a small DC motor,
diodes, switches (t wo kinds), bulbs with sockets, several
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resistors, copper wire (for making electro-magnets),
resistance wire, a number of connection cords, and a small set
of tools. The kit is shown in Fig. 1.
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Experiments include basic electricity experiments like
open/closed circuit, series and parallel circuits, Ohm's law,
electricity as a form of energy, and magnetism as a
phenomenon. PV experiments include measurements in circuits
with PV cells, charging of batteries, the PV cell as a crude
insolation meter, and the effect of concentrating sunlight
onto a PV cell. Advanced experiments include determining of
characteristics for a diode, a DC motor and a PV cell, as well
as analysis of grids (Kirchoff's laws) and efficiency
measurements. A laboratory manual is in the making in a trial
edition.

Not only teaching in electricity requires electric current.
Other topics include optics, chemistry, electronics and
computer science. A digital electronics experimental kit which
we developed for the Futures' Museum some years ago for use
with a 4.5V dry cell battery works equally weIl with four
small NiCd cells and a solar battery charger. For
international use, the manual has to be transIated from
Swedish to e. g. English.

Another important field of education is the training of PV
installers and maintenance technicians in developing
countries. A successful program for training of PV technicians
has been developed by the U N Pacific Energy Development
Programme in Fiji and implemented in co-operation with the
South Pacific Institute for Renewable Energy in Tahiti.
Several hundred students have attended week long training
courses in basic home scale PV installation, troubleshooting
and maintanance.

International co-operation between educators in the field of
solar energy is of vital importance. A network is in the
making, possibly as an International Solar Energy Society
Working Group.

5. MICRO ELECTRIFICATION IN THE GAMBIA

The Garnbia is situated at latitude 13 degrees north, i. e. in
the tropics. This irnplies, arnong other things, that the
altitude of the sun at noon is between 80 and 90 degrees (90
degrees = zenith) in the summer and at least 53.5 degrees in
the winter (while in for exarnple Borlänge, the sun's altitude
at noon varies between 6.5 and 53.5 degrees over the year).
The length of the day is fairly constant, 12 hours throughout
the year, slightly longer in the summer than in the winter.
The rainy season, with alternating showers and sunshine, takes
place during the summer.

The consequence of all this is that the insolation varies very
little over the year. Measurements done at Yundum (the
international airport) indicate that the number of daily
sunshine hours varies between 6.0 in Julyand 9.5 in February,
monthly mean values. The total insolation varies even less,
between 5.0 kWh/sqm in August and 6.5 kWh/sqm in April,
monthly mean values. Yearly average is 5.7 kWh/sqm and day (as
compared to middle Sweden 2.5 kWh/sqm and day).
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As evident from the insolation figures, the prospects for
renewable energy using the sun are quite good. The government
has therefore established GREC, The Gambia Renewable Energy
Centre. The Centre is working under the Energy Department of
the Ministry of Economic Planning and Industrial Development
(MEPID) .

SERC has, together with GREC, initiated a pilot study of micro
electrification in The Gambia. The study consists of four
different projects, presently in various stages of
development:

* Flashlights with rechargeable batteries in households.

Low cost PV battery chargers have been tried in a Tanzanian
rural area with mixed success. Their capacity is small, and
adequate instruction of the users is necessary.

* Solar battery charging for school radios. Low cost battery
chargers and R6 NiCd batteries are being tested for p owering
school radios. A preliminary technical test gave encouraging
results, and some twenty chargers have been placed at
different schools. No results from this second stage are yet
available.

* Solar p owered school laboratory equipment. An electricity

laboratory experiment kit has been constructed and is
described above. A laboratory manual is in the writing, and
when it is completed, a kit will be put to GREC's disposal for
a first preliminary test in a secondary school.

* Insolation measurements. SERC is in the process of

developing simple solar measuring instruments using
photovoltaic cells as light-sensitive elements. They can be
used either with manual reading of an amperemeter or coupled
to a so called data logger. Both kinds of equiproent are
planned to be brought to The Gambia and set up in a couple of
places. Detailed knowledge of the insolation is almost
nonexistant and vital for the future of solar energy in the
country. Tests of how such a meter perforros in a tropical
country will hopefully lead to a reliable and inexpensive
instrument which is easy to use and thus having prospects to
be come widely used.

We hope to be able to show that micro electrification can be
successfully implemented in a developing country. When solar
energy has got a foothold in a rural area, continued solar
electrification can play a significant role in the development
process.

6. T WO SOLAR STOVES

In many developing countries fuel wood shortage is an
increasing problem, fuel wood being for many people the main
energy source for food preparation and other basic needs.
Frequently, the sun is quite abundant where fuel wood is
scarce. However, flat collectors will not give high enough
temperature for tasks like bread baking. Parabolic reflectors,
on the other hand, require complicated (and expensive)
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tracking devices, or have to be attended and readjusted
continously, which is not an easy task when the sun is hot.
this setting, a moderately concentrating collector might be
the best solution to many solar energy uses.

In

The Tunisian Solar Oven

A collector which concentrates the sun 5-10 times (quite
sufficient for a solar heated baki ng oven) and which need not
be adjusted more of ten than every hour or so is easily
constructed using pararneters presented elsewhere (Broman,
Rönnelid, Binder and Lindberg, 1989). The basic design is a
collector that concentrates the sun in t wo directions (like
the classical solar cooker by Maria Telkes) giving the
concentrator the general appearence of a cornet. The
reflecting surfaces can be given the shape of a circular or a
rectangular truncated cone; the one presented here is a square
cornet.

The cornet was built out of 0.7 mm electropolished aluminum
(manufactured by Daume & Jordan, W uppertal, FRG). The four
(identical) mirrors have trapezoidal shapes with the parallel
sides 660 and 225 mm, respectively, and the distance between
them 880 mm. This gives a geometrical concentration of about
8.5 and a practical concentration, taking the reflectivity of
the mirrors into account, of about 6.3. The design acceptance
angle is 5 degrees, permitting the sun to move at least 10
degrees or 40 min. with almost constant flux on the bottom.

Fig. 2. The Tunisian solar oven.
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The four mirrors are mounted together simply using scotch tape
and with a stabilizing cross of thin ropes over the aperture,
forming a square truncated cone with length 853 mm. The bottom
opening was placed over a simple oven, a 23 cm dia. tin can,
painted black inside and covered with heat resistant plastic
film, in a 40x40x25 cm corrugated cardboard box, and with
mineral wool between the box and the can.

While testing the oven at Institute Tunisien de Technologie
Appropriee in Sidi-Bou-Ali, Tunisia, the oven was allowed to
rest on a simple wooden construction. The complete cornet
solar oven is shown in Fig. 2. Af ter 30 minutes in the sun,
the temperature had risen to 210 degrees C (410 degrees F). A
loaf of bread was baked in 45 minutes.

We have designed a prototype solar stove using the
semi-parabolic mirror geometry (Broman and Broman, 1985). In
contacts with Dr. M. Osman Sid Ahmed from Gezira University,
Wad Medani, Sudan, we were asked to construct a solar stove
suitable for frying flat chapati bread. In order to achieve
high enough temperature of a large enough surface, the cornet
geometry is not sufficient. Thus, the present geometry was
tried.

Fig. 3. The Sudanese solar stove
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The mirror material is the same aluminum sheets as described
above. The mirror support is made of 20 plywood pieces, formed
as parts of circles. Each piece was 120 cm long, 10 cm wide
and its inner diameter was 400 cm. Ten pieces had ten 5 cm
long slits cut from the inner circle, and ten pieces had the
slits cut from the outer circle. Thus, they could be linked
together forming a grid with 10x10 cm squares, making a quite
stable construction. The mirrror itself consists of eleven
strips, each approx. 120 cm long, 10 cm wide and given
circular shape according to special design figures (which are
to be published), so designed as to fit the mirror support.

The stand is made of wooden boards, resonably sturdy, but
collapsible for ease of storage and transportatione The focal
spot is suitably large for giving a normal size frying pan
reasonablyeven heatinge

The stave has been tested during Swedish summer canditians,
baki ng pancakes. It even warks under less-than-perfect
canditians, when a haze abscures the sun ta same degree. It is
in the planning ta ship the stave ta Sudan far testing under
the African sun. The stave is shawn in Fig. 3.
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8. SERC -A PRESENTATION

The Solar Energy Research Center (in Swedish: Centrum för
solenergiforskning) was formed in 1984 as a separate entity
within the Faculty of Technology, University College of
Falun/Borlänge. SERC was quite small at the heginning, hut has
grown fast; Present research and technical staff totals ten.

Current yearly budget exceeds 300000 US$ with major financial
support from the National Energy Administration (STEV) and the
Swedish Building Research Council (BFR). The most part of
SERC's activities are located in the University College
Research Building situated just opposite Borlänge's high tech
center Teknikdalen ("Technicon Valley"); some activities are
located in Teknikdalen.

Current research projects are dominated by solar thermal. SERC
develops, in co-operation with University of wisconsin and
researchers at the Royal Institute of Technology, the computer
program PRESIM for uge with solar heating plant simulation
prograffis (primarily TRNSYS). A spectrophotometer has recent ly
been inBtalled att SERC, and is used to investigate reflecting
surfaces. Linear Fresnel lenses are experimentally studied in
co-operation with scientists from Czechoslovakia. So called
nonimaging concentratorg of various geometries are studied
using equipment at the Älvkarleby Laboratory. A solar yard has
recent ly been built and will be used for long-term tests of
collectors, panels and reflectors. One of the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institutets (SMHItB) twelve
automatic solar ffionitoring stations is situated in Borlänge
under SERCts supervision.

SERC has also directed some interest towards the use of solar
energy in developing countries, primarily in the fields of
small-scale thermal, photovoltaics and education (laboratory
equipment development). In this work, SERC collaborates with
groups and institutes in The Gambia, India, Iraq, Pakistan and
Tanzania.

A more extensive photovoltaics program in collaboration with
SERI, Golden, USA is under discussion.

SERC publishes the report series SERC/UCFB (ISSN 0248-1568);
copies cost SEK 40 (approx. 7 US$) each. SERC has made a
travelling popular exhibition on solar energy as well as a
poster. The Faculty of Technology arranges solar energy
courses in co-operation with SERC. During the fall of 1989,
there will be a 2-credit course, and in May 1990 an 8-credit
post-graduate course in solar thermal engineering is in the
planning. SERC's library contains several hundred books and
reports as well as some twenty journals and magazines in the
field.
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